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What to expect
from this presentation
•

In this session you will learn...
• What an XML Schema is
• What a namespace is and what it does
• How the PBCore XSD can be used to move metadata
from one information system to another
• Why PBCore compliance is important
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What is the PBCore
project at NCAM?
• Project objectives:
– Define, promote and advocate for the use of
PBCore
– Develop effective training materials and creating
software tools to support the use of PBCore
– Identify strategies for PBCore sustainability

• Project timeline: 3/2005-9/2007
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What is PBCore?
• ...a metadata dictionary, used to describe many
different types of media items
• ...useful for locating, sharing and exchanging
media items
• ...available for free to anyone, not just public
broadcasters
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The PBCore Web Site
•

Your one-stop shop for all things PBCore:
http://www.pbcore.org
–
–

user guide
list of elements in various representations
•

–
–
–

full documentation, quick index, alphabetical, cheat sheet, etc.

listserv sign-up, training info
training schedules and materials, archived sessions
many other resources (metadata primer, XML schema
info, etc.)
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Part I
What’s an XML Schema?
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What’s an XML Schema?
•
•

•
•

Defines the legal building blocks of an XML
document
Ensures that applications communicate using the
same language, the same grammar and the same
structuring of data
Allows machines to carry out rules made by people
Analogous to a (very strict) recipe:
–
–

what ingredients are allowable, and in what order
ensures a consistent outcome every time
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What’s an XML Schema?
• A schema defines...
– the sequence in which elements appear in an XML
document
– interrelationships between different elements
– types of data used to express elements and
attributes (text string, number, date, timestamp,
etc.)
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What’s an XML Schema?
• A schema defines...
– what elements can appear in a document:
• attributes, elements
• number of occurrences
• the order and number of child elements
• default or fixed values for elements and attributes
• XML Schema is a W3C recommendation
(http://www.w3.org/XML/Schema), published 2001.
• An XML schema is also called an XSD (XML Schema
Definition).
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What’s a namespace?
• Some schemas use elements with identical names but
different definitions.
• A namespace is used to define and distinguish
identical element names used in different schemas:
– HTML “title” vs PBCore “title”
– the PBCore element “contributor” indicates someone who
has contributed intellectual content to a media item
– to the general public-broadcasting world, “contributor” is
used to indicate a group or person who has contributed
money
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What’s a namespace?
• Declaring namespaces in a document avoids
collisions by and confusion over identically
named elements.
• By declaring namespaces, an XSD can
accommodate identically named elements,
each validating from rules taken from multiple
specifications.
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What’s a namespace?
• PBCore contains unique elements as well as
elements borrowed from the Dublin Core.
• All are formalized under the PBCore
namespace.
– Context for the PBCore Namespace

http://www.pbcore.org/PBCore/PBCoreNamespaceContext.html

– Access the PBCore Namespace

http://www.pbcore.org/PBCore/PBCoreNamespace.html
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Namespaces
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Namespaces
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Part II
The PBCore XML XSD
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What is the PBCore XML XSD?
• PBCore’s XSD defines the framework of the PBCore elements
and their inter-relationships and interdependencies.
• Download the PBCore XSD at
http://www.pbcore.org/PBCore/PBCoreXMLSchema.html.
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“genre” at PBCore
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“genre” at PBCore
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How is the PBCore XSD structured?
• The PBCore data model shows hierarchically
how programmers might structure the database
of elements:
PBCore description document or master container (1)
Content classes (4)
Element containers/sub-containers (18)
Elements (53)
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containers
elements

master container

content classes
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Two scenarios using PBCore:
no transformation necessary
1. Station A uses an in-house tool to create and save
records of its media assets. This tool can export the
records as XML compliant with the PBCore XSD.
Station B uses the PBCore Project’s cataloging tool
to create and save records of its media assets. This
tool can also export the records as XML compliant
with the PBCore XSD.
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Two scenarios using PBCore:
no transformation necessary
Because both stations use tools that export records
compliant with the PBCore XSD, they can
exchange records without first transforming them.
Station A

Station B
no data transformation necessary
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Two scenarios using PBCore:
transformation is necessary
2.

Station X purchased a tool (System X) to create and save
records of its media assets. This tool exports the records as
XML (in Format X) that is not compliant with the PBCore
XSD.
Station Y purchased a different tool (System Y) to create
and save records of its media assets. This tool exports the
records as XML (in Format Y) that is not compliant with
either the PBCore XSD or Format X.
Because the stations use tools that export records in different
formats, they cannot exchange records without first
transforming them into a new format that can be understood
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by both tools.

Two scenarios using PBCore:
transformation is necessary
•

The PBCore XSD can be used to move data
between the two incompatible systems:
–

–

Station X uses a transformation method (such as XSLT, a
language for transforming XML documents) to translate
XML records from Format X into PBCore XSDcompliant data.
Station Y transforms the PBCore XSD-compliant data
into Format Y before importing the records into System
Y.
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Two scenarios using PBCore:
transformation is necessary
Station X,
using Format X

XSLT to transform
records from
Format X to
records compliant
with PBCore XSD

Station Y,
using Format Y

PBCore
XML

XSLT to transform
records compliant
with PBCore XSD to
records in Format Y
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Using PBCore within a single
broadcast facility
•

•

Many stations have departments which
maintain their own “data islands:” metadata
that supports departmental functions and
needs.
PBCore-compliant XML documents could
act as the data-transformation framework that
allows these different departments/systems to
share data.
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Transforming data using
the PBCore XSD
•

•

Rather than individual stations creating customized
export/import transformations (e.g., with XSLT)
between different systems, it makes sense to have
each system communicate with one standard: the
PBCore XSD.
The soon-to-be-released PBCore cataloging tool
will offer the ability to describe assets using
PBCore-compliant metadata and then export that
metadata according to the PBCore XSD structure.
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What does it mean to be
PBCore compliant?
•

Follow PBCore dictionary elements and
rules:
– ensure the underlying elements have matching
meanings, even if their visible labels vary
– follow the rules for expressing data
– apply the elements and attributes consistently
– document variances in implementation
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What does it mean to be
PBCore compliant?
•
•

•

If you ignore the XSD, then data cannot be properly
exported or imported between information systems.
If you’re using PBCore to tag media items that you
intend to share with the outside world, you must
follow the dictionary rules and element obligations.
If you’re using PBCore for internal purposes only
and don’t plan to share your resources with the
outside world, you can apply the dictionary rules as
you see fit.
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Part III
Resources
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PBCore listserv

• Be part of a community of practice where PBCore
adopters share information and resources.
• To join :
– Go to the PBCore Web site (http://www.pbcore.org) and
click on the “Join Listserv” button.
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Upcoming PBCore training sessions

• Session IV will present the PBCore project’s
cataloging tool and illustrate its use. To apply to be a
beta tester, please send a note to Marcia Brooks:
marcia_brooks@wgbh.org.
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Resources
General
• PBCore.org (http://www.pbcore.org/)
• The PBCore listserv (http://www.pbcore.org)
• The PBCore project at NCAM
(http://ncam.wgbh.org/pbcore)
• The PBCore v1.1 XSD
(http://www.pbcore.org/PBCore/PBCoreXMLSchem
a.html)
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Resources
Metadata
• PBCore metadata resources (http://www.pbcore.org;
click on “Resources and Links” button)
• "The Case for Shared Metadata Standards"
(http://www.current.org/tech/tech0209metadata.html)
• A Primer for Understanding PBCore
(http://www.utah.edu/cpbmetadata/PBCore/PBCoreP
rimer.html)
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Resources
Metadata search tools
• Wisconsin Public TV’s Media Library Online
(http://wptmedialibrary.wpt.org/), a PBCore
implementation through CWIS
(http://scout.wisc.edu/Projects/CWIS/)
• NETA/Utah Education Network Media Exchange
http://www.uen.org/media_exchange
• RELOAD (http://www.reload.ac.uk/)
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Contact information
Marcia Brooks
Project Director, PBCore Project
marcia_brooks@wgbh.org
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